
News
WISA workshop to discuss  
challenges
Participants from Sweden, Finland, Denmark, Poland and 
Lithuania, all with an interest in handling stormwater in 
ports, gathered when the WISA project invited to a second 
online workshop in mid-October.

– During the WISA project work, several new challenges have 
been identified, that we would like to discuss together today 
to find solutions for our continued work, said Jan Persson, 
Krinova’s project leader for WISA when welcoming everyone to 
the workshop.

Challenge 1: How to avoid total suspended solids and the 
influence of seawater in stormwater sampling?

This challenge is related to stormwater sampling in the Port of 
Gdynia in Poland, and Aneta Luczkiewicz, Gdansk University of 
Technology gave an introduction to the discussions.

The workshop, in breakout groups (45 min per challenge), 
were led by WISA project partners and based on 3 different 
questions:

• What knowledge/technology do we need?
• What can be achieved with this knowledge/technology?
• Who has the knowledge/technology?

As an introduction to the second challenge, Roberto Zigante, 
Port of Åhus in Sweden presented the plans to build a 
sedimentation pond in the port 

Challenge 2: What are the best stormwater filtration options? 
(Under all conditions in different ports); and how can we 
develop small scale filtration testing before moving to large-
scale solutions?

– Today’s discussions generated a lot of interesting findings 
that will bring the project work forward, said Jan Persson, 
Krinova when ending the event by thanking everyone for a 
creative workshop with constructive and fruitful discussions. 
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Auto sampling, Port of Gdynia.



News
WISA workshop to discuss  
challenges
Some excerpts from the discussions:
Challenge 1

• Cleaning and prevention methods are the most inexpensive 
way to avoid total suspended solids in the stormwater.

• Preventive methods are easy to implement and gives cost 
efficient results.

• It is important to clean the surfaces preventively before the 
next rain.

• Check valve prevent the backflow of seawater. Need a differ 
in water level too in order to make it work.
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Port of Gdynia.

Read more about the project

Challenge 2
•  Try to catch as much as possible in first flush and sediment 

as much as possible in a natural way.
• To clean all water is more or less not manageable, focus on 

high concentration.
• Milk of limestone to get an increase sedimentation speed. 

Potential to recycle the sediments after.
• 10-15 filter material for phosphorus has been tested in 

various projects. 

Port of Gdynia, Danish Dutch Terminal.

https://www.krinova.se/en/project/wisa-water-innovation-system-amplifier/

